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Specification

Recirculating Liquid Chiller
110V/60Hz

Model: QD25H110
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1.Specification

Product Recirculating Liquid Chiller

Model Name QD25H110

Cooling Type Air to Water Recirculating Chiller

Application Liquid Cooling 1L ~ 10 L

Cooling Capacity 155W

Power Input 120W

Refrigerant R134a

Supply Power 110V/60Hz

Working Current 2A

Evaporator Inlet/Outlet Φ12mm

Compressor Oil Type RL-22H

Oil Charge Amount 130ml

External Dimension (LxWxH) 230 x 230 x 180mm / 9 x 9 x 7 inch

Evaporating Temperature -5℃~ 0℃

Noise 48↓dB(A)

Vibration ≤0.65 m/s2

N.W 15.4lbs /7 Kgs
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2. Working Principle

3. Circuit Diagram
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4.External Dimension

230 x 230 x 180mm / 9 x 9 x 7 inch
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5.Maintenance Inspection

Due to the existence of mechanical running parts and high and low pressure pipelines in the refrigeration unit,
failure and wear will occur within a certain period of time, which requires regular inspection and maintenance.

Maintenance standards and Suggestions: the maintenance and inspection cycle cannot be generalized due to
environmental factors and operation status, etc., so it is recommended to conduct inspection within 3 months
and maintenance within 6 months.

Items Maintenance & inspection

Compressor Check if any no abnormal noise and
vibration

Evaporator/Condenser
Motor Check if work normally
Fin Clean dust regularly

Other Parts & Components

1. Whether the drying filter is blocked (the

temperature has large difference before and after)

2. Whether there is deformation, leakage or

abnormal vibration in the system pipeline

3. Whether the capillary is blocked (compressor
discharge pressure is abnormally high)

System temperature and pressure

1.Whether the pressure state is normal or not

2.Whether the temperature state is normal or not

Electrical control unit
Wiring Insulation and heat shrinkable tube aging

Switch Replace when it wear, tear and deformation

Fan Motor Replace in time when it works abnormal
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6.Trouble Shooting

Troubles Reasons Solutions

Compressor Doesn’t work Power supply or electrical
switch failure

Check & Replace

High-pressure Overload

Condenser fan stop or the
fan speed is too slow

Check & Replace

Condenser is clogged with
dust Sweep & cleaning

Poor ventilation Improve ventilation

Low-pressure too low Capillaries or filter clogged Check & Replace

Refrigerant leaking Check & Refill

Compressor abnormal Motor failure Replace compressor

Lack of oil Oil refill

Chiller not cooling / not heating System blocking Contact supplier

7. Attentions:

It is necessary to check out the reason of the fault before maintenance to avoid the same
fault.

Refrigerant must be discharged before repairing the pipeline, nitrogen is needed to protect

the welding, and the refrigerant should be refilled after cooling system vacuuming.

Refrigerant must be recycled and cannot be discharged directly into the atmosphere.

Parts and components should be replaced by using same brand and specification. Do not
replace with otherbrands.

Performance test is needed after maintenance or repair.

The Liquid Chiller should be placed on a flat surface that is far away from the heat source,

without corrosive gas, and well ventilated. There should be at least 150mm of space around

the chiller to ensure free flow of air.
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